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Why buy yardapp? 

Affordable:  Prices start at £30/

month with no ini al costs unless 

you want the Point of Sale Module 

where you need a cash drawer, 

receipt printer and touch screen—

about £750 

Func onal:  It has been trialled in 

real equestrian centres so we know 

it does all the jobs that need doing. 

Easy to Use:  We pride ourselves 

on making our products easy to 

use., cf. Dark Deer Timers.  Yardapp 

is no excep on with an intui ve 

user interface  and well designed 

easy to follow logic  

yardapp is designed to help you manage your 
equestrian centre.  It’s innova ve, modern, func onal, 
affordable and remarkably easy to use. 

It covers: 

1) Scheduling of events such as lessons, schooling, clinics, etc. using a diary system 

2) Sales of all products and services including hay, mucking out, livery contracts, etc. 

3) Invoicing and payments with handling of part‐payments, payment of mul ple invoices, the 

genera on of credit notes and statements. 

4) Invoices automa cally sent by email ‐ no more prin ng and pos ng. 

5) Op onal Point of Sale (PoS) system with interface to a touch screen, cash drawer and receipt 

printer for all those cash sales.  Reconciles the cash in the drawer. 

6) Crea on of day books for all staff lis ng what they have to do that day. 

7) Horse database for recording veterinary treatments, special instruc ons, farrier, etc. 

 

A modern web based application with a zero or very low initial cost and monthly payments of 
£35 
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The Point of Sale Module 
This additional module provides you with three pieces of hardware: 

1) A cash drawer 

2) A thermal receipt printer 

3) A touch screen 

In addition, the yardapp program has a PoS menu option.  This invokes a form on the 
touch screen where cash sales can be entered by touching the large “soft buttons”.  In 
fact, all transactions involving cash are done through this screen.  It is similar to the 
system used in many restaurants where the different soft buttons are used for the 
different meals/ 

When a customer comes to the office to pay, use this screen to find the customer if they 
are a regular client, or use the “anonymous” customer if they are a “one-off”.  Then 
enter the products they have bought and press the button.  The cash drawer will open 
so you can deposit the money and a sales receipt will be printed on the receipt printer. 

The system also allows you to withdraw cash from the drawer and to balance the cash 
against the sales and withdrawals. 

Did you know? 

If you have a good internet connec on, 

there is no need to buy expensive 

servers and set up local area networks.   

Yardapp takes advantage of cloud 

compu ng and Wi‐Fi to given you a zero 

cost of entry.  If your internet service is 

not reliable, then we can provide a cost 

effec ve local server which will take 

over in the event of the internet going 

down.   

P.S.  If you have no internet, have a look 

at a satellite based system.  They work 

anywhere and the costs are now 

affordable. 

The Technology 
Yardapp is a web application or “web-app”.  This means that it uses computers in the cloud to hold the database with the user 
interface being written to work in a browser such as Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, etc.  To run the application you simply enter 
the URL into the browser just as you would if wanted to bring up any other web site.  It will work with a variety of browsers including 
Safari so it will run on an Apple as well as a PC.  

This architecture means that there is no complicated set-up required.  Once you have registered with us and obtained an activation 
code, you simply logon to the web-site and get started.  It is very easy to use and has been designed to be very responsive with the 
results from enquiries displayed in seconds not minutes. 

With the database being held in the cloud, the service provider will back up your data automatically every 4 hours and we can easily 
increase the computing resources as the customer base grows.  You do not have to be concerned with any of the issues and chores 
associated with having your own server and local area network (LAN). 

Software upgrades and bug fixes are made on the cloud based server and are then instantly available to all customers.  There is no 
need for upgrade discs or for you to download updates as nothing resides on your local machine. 

In summary, yardapp is a very modern product written from scratch and is consequently very low maintenance and requires no up-
front cost (unless you want the PoS system where you need to buy the hardware listed above.) 
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Functional High-lights 
When trying to write a product for a wide audience, there are two approaches, the first is to try and include every possible option so, 
for example, we could include every possible lesson type, private, pairs, group, own horse, yard horse, 30 minutes, 45 minutes, etc.  
The number of permutations is huge and the software becomes unwieldy and very clumsy to use.   

With yardapp, you are able to define your own events, so if you only have 5 types of lessons, then this is all you need to define.  It 
takes a little longer to set-up as you have to define all your own events, but this is a one-time-only job and subsequently everything is 
so much easier and simpler.  In fact you can define complex events such as 3 day clinics which have a maximum number of pupils 
and a number of “sub-events”. (this ability to define sub-events is very powerful so you can have lessons within a clinic for example).   

We have taken this approach to all aspects of the product so you describe your own events, products and services.  Once defined 
these are then available within the sales system so that invoices can be quickly and easily produced and emailed to the clients. 

The invoicing and payments system is very quick.  Find the customer, enter the items they have bought and then put them onto an 
invoice.  Click on a button and it will send the invoice to the customer. 

You can send emails to all your clients or to sub-sets of them.   

The diary system is shown below and it integrates the activities on the day book with the events occurring during the day.  You can 
see the whole week at a glance and it even displays the revenue, costs and gross margin for all the events on the display. 



Contact Us 
Call for more information 
about our services and 
products  

Dark Deer Software Ltd. 

Tel: 01456 476201 

Mob: 07802 184707 

info@darkdeer.co.uk 

www.darkdeer.co.uk 

Dark Deer Software Ltd. 
Dark Deer staff are qualified in a number of relevant disciplines: 

Siobhan Thomson, M.A. is a qualified BHS riding instructor as well being a Centred 
Riding Instructor.  She has been teaching and competing for 15 years and now 
manages Dark Deer Croft, the equestrian centre where we developed Pavlov.  She 
now teaches riding using Pavlov. 

Neil Thomson, B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD performed research at the Cambridge Applied 
Psychology Unit and specialized in human learning and memory.  He was a lecturer at 
York University before leaving to start a computer software business.  He was latterly 
Chief Technology Officer of Microgen plc where he managed 100 technical staff and 
was responsible for software product development.   

Adam Szczepaniak ……… 

 

Chris Prophet …... 
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